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The identi ation of dark matter in our parti le physi s model is still a
very open question. Here we will argue that axinos an be su essful dark matter
andidates in models with supersymmetry and the axion solution of the strong CP
problem. Axinos an be the lightest supersymmetri parti le (LSP), or an be heavier
than the LSP. Axinos an be produ ed in the right abundan e by thermal s atterings
and if they are the LSP also by out of equilibrium de ays of the lightest superpartner of
SM elds (LSPSMs). On the other hand heavier (not LSP) axinos an generate a part
of the neutralino LSP dark matter. Depending on the nature of the supersymmetri
spe trum, and if R-parity is stri tly onserved or slightly broken, very di erent signals
of the LSP axino s enario an arise at olliders and in astrophysi s.
Abstra t.
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1. Introdu tion

The nature of dark matter (DM) as a parti le is still unknown today, sin e its main
eviden e relies only on the gravitational intera tion and is universal. On the other
hand, from some of the present data and numeri al simulations of stru ture formation,
we do know that it must be a neutral, old, very probably ollisionless (i.e. quite
weakly intera ting) and very long lived parti le [1℄. Unfortunately a parti le with these
hara teristi s is not ontained in the standard model (SM) of parti le physi s: the only
neutral stable and massive andidates, the ele troweakly a tive neutrinos, are so light
that they are at most hot DM and therefore only a subdominant omponent. DM has
therefore to be part of a larger pi ture and of any physi s beyond the SM.
The probably best motivated models of this kind rely on supersymmetry (SUSY),
whi h is the unique extension of the Poin are' algebra and alls for a doubling of all
degrees of freedom with spin di eren e s =  12 [2℄. In this ontext it is then lear
that more parti les an be suitable DM andidates, if they are the lightest one and
suÆ iently long-lived, in parti ular the very well studied ases of the neutralino or the
gravitino.
But if we invoke the Pe ei-Quinn (PQ) solution to the strong CP problem in
supersymmetri models, a new multiplet has to be introdu ed, the axion multiplet [3, 4℄.
Su h a multiplet must by its nature intera ts with the SM parti les, but the s ale
of its intera tion is suppressed by the s ale at whi h the PQ symmetry is broken,
Fa . Therefore, the fermioni omponent of the multiplet is naturally a very weakly
intera ting parti le and an easily be the lightest state of the spe trum, but it an also
be heavy. We will present in this paper a summary of the axino old DM (CDM)
s enario [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄ and explore the impli ations of axino DM for the
phenomenology of supersymmetri models and for future indire t dete tion of DM.
2. Axino models and axino mass

In dis ussing axino models, one should refer to the orresponding axion models. So, let
us start with the axion shift symmetry and the reparametrization invarian e as dis ussed
in [12℄.
The PQ solution of the strong CP problem requires the introdu tion of the axion a,
whi h renders the  parameter z dynami al and allows it to relax to zero after the QCD
phase transition. An axion a is a pseudos alar boson oupling to the gluon anomaly as
sa
G G~  ;
(1)
L = 8F
a
where the dual eld strength is G~  = 21  G without any other intera tion term in
the potential V . Below the QCD hiral symmetry breaking s ale an axion potential is
developed, whi h arises purely from integrating out the strongly intera ting elds with
that anomaly term. If the original potential ontains other axion dependent terms, they
z Below,

 denotes the onventional  = 0 + Arg:Det:mq .
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should be extremely small and not a e t the position of the minimum, su h that the
axion v.e.v. jj  hai=Fa should be extremely small, < 10 11 .
Let us now fo us on the QCD intera tions ontaining the axioni degree of freedom.
The axion e e tive Lagrangian below the hiral symmetry breaking s ale reads
L;eff = 12 fS2     14 Ga Ga + (qL iD=qL + qR iD=qR ) + 1 ( )q  5q



qL m qR ei 2  + h: : + 3 2 Ga G~ a (or Ldet )
(2)
32
 i ~ i
F
F + Lleptons; ( `1 ; `2 ) ;
+ 
32 2 em; em
where  = a=fS with the the axion de ay onstant fS de ned up to the domain wall
number (fS = NDW Fa ) and q are the SU(3) harge arrying quark elds. The 1 term
is the derivative oupling with quarks respe ting the PQ shift symmetry, the 2 term
is related to the phase in the quark mass matrix, and the 3 term is the anomalous
oupling or the determinental intera tion Ldet . Lleptons; is the axion intera tion with
leptons, whi h in prin iple an ontain other onstants `1 ; `2 . The oupling onstants
1 ; 2 ; and
3 are obtained below the axion s ale fS after integrating out the heavy
degrees of freedom responsible of the PQ symmetry breaking. The mass parameter m
is de ned to be real and positive below the ele troweak s ale.
The Lagrangian (2) has a shift symmetry a ! a+ ( onstant), whi h reparametrizes
the ouplings 1 ; 2 ; and 3 . Expli itly, hanging the phases of the quark elds
qL ! ei a(x) qL and qR ! e i a(x) qR , we obtain the following reparametrization, where
the e e tive one point irredu ible a tion 1P I [a(x); Aa (x); 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; m; QCD℄ hanges to
a
; 2 2 ; 3 + 2 ; m; QCD℄:
(3)
1P I [a(x); A (x); 1
So we see immediately from this transformation for a single quark, that if it is massless,
the orresponding 1 ; 2 parameters disappear and we an shift away the anomaly term
ompletely with no physi al e e t. This is in fa t one alternative solution to the strong
CP problem, and see [12℄ for a detailed dis ussion.
For determining the axion mass, all 1 ; 2 and 3 terms may be relevant, but only the
ombination 2 + 3 a tually appears [12℄. Usually, in the eld theoreti axion models,
we start with 1 = 0. In any ase, note that the 1 term an be reabsorbed in the 2
term using integration by part and the quarks equations of motion. So, in the next
se tions we just start with the ouplings 2 and 3 .
Usually, Fa is de ned by transferring all ouplings of the axion to the oeÆ ient
of GG~ and res aling 3 to one. On the other hand, fS is de ned to be the VEV of the
singlet eld  breaking the PQ symmetry. It turns out that 2 + 3 is an integer, not
ne essarily one in the pseudos alar eld spa e and it determines the number of minima
in the axion periodi potential. Thus, this integer is alled the domain wall number
NDW [13℄
NDW = j 2 + 3 j = Tr QP Q( olored )`( olored ) ;
(4)
where the tra e is taken over all olored fermions olored , ` is the index of their SU(3)
representation and the PQ harge QP Q is given for the left-handed hiral representations.
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The s ale Fa is onstrained by astrophysi al and osmologi al bounds to lie in the
narrow axion window 1010 GeV < Fa < 1012 GeV [12℄.
Note that above the ele troweak (EW) symmetry breaking s ale in prin iple also
ouplings to the EW gauge bosons and the Higgs elds may arise and we have to write
then the e e tive Lagrangian as
(5)
L;eff>EW = 21 fS2     14 Ga Ga + (qL iD=qL + qR iD=qR )
+  hI   hI + V (hI ; ) + 1;hI ( )(hI   hI   hI hI )


+ 1 ( )q  5 q YIq qL hI qR ei 2  + h: :


+ 3 2 Ga G~ a + 3;Y
BY; B~Y
2
32
32

i
i
` `
~
+ 3;EW 2 WSU(2)
; WSU(2) + Lleptons; ( 1 ; 2 ) :
32
Then we an de ne an extended shift symmetry, in luding also transformations of
the EW harged elds; these an be hanged independently to the olored degrees of
freedom, so to have 3;EW = 0 and leave only the anomalous oupling to the hyper harge
gauge bosons. As in the ase of QCD, su h a oupling ould be shifted away ompletely
if one of the leptons were massless; sin e the ele tron mass is quite small, the residual
e e ts, ontained in the `1;2 terms, is negligible for many pra ti al purposes.
2.1. Axion Models

There are several types of 2 and 3 ouplings whi h de ne di erent axion models. If
2 = 0 and 3 6= 0 due to the existen e of PQ harge arrying heavy quarks, the model
is alled the Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakharov (KSVZ) model. If the oupling 2 is
provided by the ele troweak s ale Higgs doublets, while 3 = 0, it is the Pe ei-QuinnWeinberg-Wil zek (PQWW) model. If the phase 2 is provided by an ele troweak singlet
with 3 = 0, it is the Dine-Fis hler-Sredni ki-Zhitnitski (DFSZ) model. The modelindependent axion in superstring models give instead 2 = 0 and 3 = 1. These values
enable us to write down the axion-nu leon-nu leon ouplings unambiguously for ea h
model [12℄. But in general axion models may ontain both 2 and 3 with 2 + 3 6= 0 [12℄
and may have the family dependen ies of the variant axion [14℄ or invisible axion [15℄.
2.2. Axino, SUSY breaking and axino mass

In the ase of a supersymmetri model, the axion eld is the pseudos alar part of a
whole hiral multiplet . Note, however, that the reparametrization invarian e Eq. (2)
still holds and represents a freedom in hoosing the 1 ; 2 , and 3 terms. We hoose here
the basis where the 2 term is transferred to the 3 term, and hen e  intera tion is
Z

p

a W W + h: : ;
(6)
4 2Fa
p
where now a = (s + ia)= 2 + #a~ + (F term) is the hiral multiplet ontaining
the saxion s and axion a and their fermioni partner the axino a~, while W is the

d2 #

s
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ve tor multiplet ontaining the gluino and the gluon eld strength, and W W j## =
2ia  m m  a 12 Ga Ga + 2i Ga G~ a + D2 . Here, s is the QCD oupling onstant. An
analogous intera tion is present for the hyper harge gauge multiplet with the additional
oupling 3;Y as dis ussed previously.
As long as SUSY is unbroken, the axion multiplet remains light, sin e it is prote ted
by the U(1)PQ symmetry [16, 17, 18℄. This symmetry implies that no supersymmetri
mass parameter is allowed for the axion multiplet sin e, as dis ussed above, the axion
does not have a potential V (i.e. terms in the superpotential W with SUSY).
Both saxion and axino masses are split from the almost vanishing axion mass if
SUSY is broken, either at tree level via the v.e.v. of some s alar eld in the model
and mixing with the other neutralinos or via loop diagrams involving multiplets with
split masses. The pre ise value of the axino mass depends on the model, spe i ed by
the SUSY breaking se tor and the mediation se tor to the axion supermultiplet. Most
probably, the saxion mass is around the soft mass s ale MSUSY . The axino mass should
also be near this s ale as well. But the axino mass an also be mu h smaller than
MSUSY [4, 16, 17℄ or mu h larger than MSUSY [18℄. Therefore, we take the axino mass
as a free parameter.
If R-parity is not onserved, the lightest supersymmetri partner of the SM parti les
an de ay to ordinary parti les. If R-parity is onserved, it annot de ay to ordinary
SM parti les, but it an de ay to axino or/and gravitino if they are lighter. Thus, the
axino osmology depends ru ially on the R-parity realization. Here, we onsider rst
models with R-parity onservation and the thermal history of the universe an be very
di erent depending on the hierar hy between the axino mass and the mass of the LSP
(of SM multiplets) M . Firstly, we onsider the ase ma~ < M and next ma~ > M .
The osmology of a weakly-intera ting massive parti le (WIMP) and an extraWIMP depends on several temperatures. For example, the neutralino osmology
depends on the neutralino freeze-out temperature [19, 20℄ and the gravitino/axino
osmology on the reheating temperature after in ation [21, 22℄. We therefore de ne
the following temperatures relevant for the axino osmology:
Ta~ d p = axino de oupling temperature
TR = reheating temperature after in ation
Tfr = neutralino freeze out temperature
(7)
Ta~=rad = axino radiation equality temperature
TD = radiation temperature at  or a~ de ay
where note that TD orresponds to a di erent temperature for ma~ < M and ma~ > M .
3. Axino

osmology with

ma~ < M

Let us onsider the axion supermultiplet together with the Minimal Supersymmetri
Standard Model (MSSM) elds. Then the lightest supersymmetri parti le in the
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MSSM (LSPSM)  plays an important role. The de oupling temperature of the axino
supermultiplet is of the order [23℄,

Fa 2  0:1 3
11
:
(8)
Ta~ d p = 10 GeV 12
10 GeV
s
Cosmology with the saxion s is a simple extension of the standard osmology if the
saxion mass is around the SUSY breaking s ale [24℄ or larger [25℄, but its e e t is not
so dramati as the e e t of the axino. If the axion intera tion ever was in thermal
equilibrium, e.g. TR > Ta~ d p , a substantial axino number density survives to the
present day and axinos have to be very light. Axinos with mass in the eV range from
this epo h have been onsidered as hot DM [16℄ or warm DM for masses in the keV
range [23℄. In the gauge mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) s enario, the gravitino is
probably the LSP and the possibility of primordial axinos de aying to gravitinos has
been onsidered as well [26℄. Here let us fo us on the CDM axino LSP s enario.
3.1. Produ ing axinos in the Early Universe

We brie y review here the two main me hanisms that produ e axinos in the early
universe. In prin iple also other sour es ould be present like Q-balls de ay [27℄.
We on entrate here on the hadroni type of axion models and de ne the axion
supermultiplet in the basis where the 2 term is zero. Then the axino does not
intera t dire tly with the MSSM multiplets apart from the gluon and hyper harge
ve tor multiplets and does not mix substantially with the standard neutralinos or other
fermions. So we negle t any intera tion with the leptons or the EW gauge bosons, that
may appear in the DFSZ type of models, and that an only in rease the produ tion
ross-se tion. It is worthwhile to re all here again that the shift between 2 ; `2 and
ouplings is simply a matter of de nition of the axion intera tions as long as
3 ; 3;EW
it is nearly a mass eigenstate and if we hoose 2 ; 3;EW = 0, the other oupling `2 is
suppressed by the leptons Yukawa and therefore negligible for axino produ tion.
3.1.1. Thermal s atterings Any parti le, even very weakly oupled, is produ ed in the
thermal plasma by s atterings of the parti les that are in thermal equilibrium. As we
have seen axinos ouple dire tly to the gluons and gluinos via the \anomaly" oupling
in Eq. (6), i.e. in omponents
(9)
La~gg~ = 8Fs a~ 5 bGb ;
a
where b is the gluino eld. So many s atterings in the primordial plasma involving
olored parti les produ e axinos x. The axino number density is given by solving a
Boltzmann equation of the type
X
X
dna~
+ 3Hna~ = h (i + j ! a~ + : : :)vrel ini nj + h (i ! a~ + : : :)ini ; (10)
dt
i
ij
x The same happens also in the ase of the gravitino, but with di erent vertex stru ture and s ale [28℄.
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Maximal reheating temperature as a fun tion of the axino mass obtained
by requiring that the axino energy density is below the present DM density [6℄. The
di eren e between solid and dashed lines is due to the in lusion of the de ay term in
the Boltzmann equation (10). In the yellow area we expe t the non-thermal produ tion
via out of equilibrium de ays to be also substantial.
Figure 1.

where we are negle ting ba k-rea tions, that are suppressed by na~  ni . At high
temperature the 2-body s atterings dominate the r.h.s., sin e they ontain a vertex
given by the dimension 5 operator in Eq. (6) and show a hara teristi linear dependen e
on T . So most of the axinos are produ ed at the highest temperature, and the axino
number density is proportional to that temperature, whi h we take to be TR . Some of
the two body s atterings are IR divergent due to the massless gluon propagator; in the
thermal bath su h a divergen e is s reened by the presen e of a thermal gluon mass
' gT . In our omputation we introdu ed su h IR ut-o by hand [6℄. A self- onsistent
pro edure is instead to perform a full resummation of the hard thermal loops as done
in [29℄. In general we expe t O(1) orre tions from higher orders terms in s , espe ially
at low temperature [29℄. There as well the de ay terms start dominating and the number
density is no more proportional to the reheating temperature, but depends instead on
the supersymmetri spe trum, in parti ular the gluino and squark masses [7℄. Using the
expression for the present axino energy density as
!
2
na~ (T )
a~ h
;
(11)
= 0:72 eV
ma~
s(T )
0:2




T
3
where s(T ) = 2:89  103 2:726
K m is the present entropy density, we an then obtain
a bound on the reheating temperature in Fig. 1.
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3.1.2. Out of equilibrium de ays An axino population is also generated by the LSPSM k
de ay after it freezes out from the thermal bath. The heavier superpartners as adede ay qui kly into the LSPSM (or very rarely to the axino LSP itself as we dis ussed
above) while still in equilibrium, but the LSPSM has a lifetime mu h longer than its
freeze-out time: sin e the axino ouplings are suppressed by the PQ s ale Fa ' 1011
GeV, the LSPSM lifetime for 100 GeV mass is of the order of se onds. Then the freezeout pro ess is una e ted sin e the de ay takes pla e only mu h later.
In this ase, thanks to R-parity onservation, the axino energy density an be
dire tly omputed from the LSPSM would-be-reli density as
ma~
NT =
:
(12)
a~
mLSP SM LSP SM
If the mass ratio is not too small, we still have a onne tion with the lassi al WIMP
me hanism in ase the LSPSM is a neutralino. On the other hand in this s enario the
LSPSM an be more generally any superpartner whi h may freeze-out with a suÆ iently
large number density.
A ouple of problems an arise if the LSPSM de ay happens too late:





Big Bang Nu leosynthesis (BBN) an be spoiled by the energeti \a tive" parti les
produ ed in the de ay along with the axino: the strong limits on the inje tion of
energeti parti les depend on the ele tromagneti /hadroni nature of the produ ed
showers, the LSPSM number density and its de ay time [22℄. In general su h limits
are weak for the axino ase sin e the LSPSM lifetime (ex luding a strong mass
degenera y) is below 102 s, but they an a e t the region of small mass for both
the neutralino and stau LSPSM [6, 7℄. This onstraints disappear easily for olored
LSPSM like the stop sin e the number density is redu ed also by the Sommerfeld
enhan ement and the lifetime is very short as long as the de ay to top is allowed [11℄.
Therefore a stop LSPSM is perfe tly viable, but a very large stop mass and axino
mass of a few TeV is needed to produ e the whole DM density.
Are axino from the de ay old enough to be CDM? They may be relativisti at
produ tion even if the LSPSM is not and they in general have a non-thermal
spe trum. Their velo ity an be estimated as:
!
p(T ) mLSP SM g (T ) 1=3 T
' 2m
;
(13)
v (T ) =
ma~
g (TD )
TD
a~
where TD here is the temperature of the LSPSM de ay time. Axino must therefore
have suÆ ient time to ool down before stru ture formation begins. In [31℄ su h
onstraints have been studied and the on lusion is that an axino mass of at least
1 GeV is probably needed if the whole DM population is produ ed by out of
equilibrium de ay of a LSPSM of a 100 GeV mass.

k In passing, we point out that the gravitino problem [21℄ is absent if the gravitino is the NLSP,

ma~ < m3=2 < m , sin e a thermally produ ed gravitino would de ay into an axino and an axion whi h

do not a e t the BBN produ ed light elements [30℄.
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Depending on the parameters and TR , either produ tion me hanism an give
suÆ ient axinos to explain the present DM density. On e more information about
the SUSY spe trum is available from LHC it may be possible to determine whi h
ontribution dominates and restri t the range of TR [32℄. Of ourse another possibility
is that the axino is so light to be a subdominant (warm or hot) DM omponent. In the
last ase in our s enario the axion [12℄ ould be the DM.
4. Axino

osmology with

ma~ > M

Now, let us onsider the axino mass region, ma~ > M . Here, we are interested in the
ase where the CDM density is determined by the axino and in parti ular the axino
energy density is dominating the evolution history of the Universe. This is possible not
only in the near past if the axino has not de ayed yet and is DM as dis ussed in Se . 3,
but also if a heavy axino de ayed into the DM at an earlier epo h as will be onsidered
below.
Also for heavy axino, the axino density before de ay an be estimated from Ta~ d p
or TR as dis ussed above. Even in the se ond ase, when the axion oupling never was
in equilibrium, an early old axino DM domination may have happened if the number
density was suÆ iently large, i.e. if TR was larger than TRmin de ned by the equality of
axino and radiation energy density at de ay:
4
ma~ Ya~ (TRmin) = TD :
(14)
3
So for any TR > TRmin axinos dominate the evolution of the universe before they
de ay and produ e a non-negligible amount of entropy diluting the existing number
densities. We re all here that in SUSY theories we must always onsider a relatively
small reheating temperature 107 8 GeV due to the gravitino problem [21, 22℄. The heavy
axino osmology must also satisfy this upper bound on the reheating temperature.
Heavy axinos annot be the LSP and de ay to the LSP plus light SM parti les.
This possibility was onsidered brie y in studying osmologi al e e ts of the saxion in
[25℄, and a more omplete osmologi al analysis has been presented in [10℄ whi h will
be sket hed here. Here the axino or the axino-de ay produ ed neutralino is supposed
to onstitute the CDM fra tion CDM ' 0:23 of the universe.
For a heavy axino de aying to a neutralino, we present a TR vs. ma~ plot for
Fa = 1011 GeV in Fig. 2. For other parameters, we refer to [10℄. The region TR > Ta~ d p
is above the dashed blue line. The axino lifetime is greater than 0:1 s in the red shaded
region in the LHS and there BBN onstraints may apply. The blue shaded region in
the RHS is where the axino de ays before the neutralino de ouples (TD > Tfr ). The
magenta lines (horizontal) are the ontours of the entropy in rease due to the axino
de ay, r  Sf =S0 . Above the r = 1 line axinos dominate the universe before they de ay.
The green lines (verti al) show the values of hann vrel i, where ann is the neutralino
annihilation ross se tion, in units of GeV 2 whi h are needed to give the right amount
of neutralino reli density after Tfr . In Fig. 2, we use neutralino and gluino masses as

10
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Figure 2.

The TR vs. ma~ plot for m = 100 GeV and Fa = 1011 GeV.

m = 100 GeV and mg~ = 2 TeV, respe tively. For a larger Fa and a heavier neutralino
mass, the green lines move to the right [10℄.
5. Axino DM and R-parity breaking

The axino is a good DM andidate even if R-parity is not exa tly onserved. In
fa t its lifetime an be very long, thanks to the PQ s ale suppression and a small
R-parity breaking. Axino CDM with R-parity breaking has been onsidered in [33℄ and
subsequently in the ontext of the Integral anomaly in [34, 35℄. Di erent de ay hannels
and lifetimes are possible for the axino CDM depending on the R-parity breaking model
and the axion model. If we onsider bilinear R-parity breaking of the form [36℄

WR= = i Li Hu ;
(15)
where  is the Higgs bilinear term, and the orresponding SUSY breaking soft term
LsoftR= = BiL~ iHu ;
(16)
and restri t ourselves to hadroni axion models, the axino de ay arises from the anomaly
oupling with the photon ve tor multiplet and the neutralino-neutrino mixing generated
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by the sneutrino v.e.v h~i i. The de ay rate then reads
2
Ca2 em
m3a~ 2
=
 jU j2 ;
(17)
a~! i
2(4 )3Fa2 i ~ Z~
where i = h~i i=v with the Higgs v.e.v. given by v = 174 GeV and
X SZ~ S~
(18)
U~Z~ = MZ
m
is the photino-Zino mixing parameter, ontaining the neutralino mixing matrix S and
the mass eigenvalues m~ as in the ase of the gravitino [37℄. The lifetime is then given
by
!
i jU~Z~ j 2  ma~  3  Fa 2
25
a~!  = 4  10 s
:
(19)
10 10
1 GeV
1011 GeV
For larger axino masses also the de ay into Z bosons opens up, and qui kly dominates
sin e it is proportional to the UZ~ Z~ mixing, whi h an be as large as one. The de ay into
W instead does not appear sin e we have shifted away the SU(2) anomaly vertex. Note
that the onstraints from the di use gamma-ray ba kground require a very small value
for the parameters i and therefore a very small R-parity breaking, smaller than in the
ase of the gravitino DM [38℄. In fa t the EGRET di use ux already limits the lifetime
of a DM parti le de aying into a single gamma line to be larger than  > 7  1026 s [39℄,
between 0.1 -10 GeV, with very weak dependen e on the mass s ale, while for lower
masses bounds of the order of 1027 s are obtained from X-ray data [40℄.
If the axion model is instead of the DFSZ type, dire t ouplings with the leptons
and Higgses arise from the  or i  terms. Then a dire t mixing between axino-neutrino
and axino-higgsino appears and other hannels open up, in parti ular the 3-body de ay
into neutrino and `+ ` via intermediate Z , whi h ould ontribute to the ele tron ux {.
The mixing of the axino with leptons may arise a tually also in KSVZ models at the
one loop level [8℄. Taking the mixing between the axino and Higgs multiplet typi ally
as v=Fa and the Higgsino mixing to neutrino from the sneutrino v.e.v. as above, we
obtain for this hannel
G2F m5a~ jUH~ Z~ j2 i2 v 2
+
(20)
=
a~!e e i
192 3
Fa2
!

ma~ 5  Fa  2 jUH~ Z~ ji 2
26
1
;
 (10 s) 10 GeV 1011 GeV
10 12
where GF is the Fermi onstant and UH~ Z~ the mixing between Higgsino and Zino
neutralino de ned in an analogous way as U~ Z~ . The bran hing ratios in the di erent
leptons and quarks are determined by the axino mass and the Z ouplings. In general the
same de ay an also arise via the R-parity breaking leptoni trilinear oupling LLE ,
{ Note that also the diagram with o -shell photon splitting into an ele tron position pair generate
this hannel, but it is then subleading in omparison to the  two-body hannel due to em and

phase-spa e suppression.
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and then the de ay rate is given by
e2 jj2 m5a~
(21)
a~!e+ e  =
24(8 )2 Fa2 me2~R
!2

5 
 2
 2
m
m
F

j

j
a
~
e
~
a
e
R
= (1025 s) 1
;
10 GeV
100 GeV
1011 GeV
10 12
in the limit me~R  ma~ , where we have taken e me~R =Fa as the e e tive oupling of the
axino to the ele tron multiplet. Whi h of the two leptoni diagrams dominate depends
on the R-parity breaking and axion model parameters.
Re ently, the PAMELA satellite experiment reported a signi ant positron
ex ess [41℄, but no antiproton ex ess [42℄. If this result is on rmed by another
independent experiment, a vast unknown realm of the CDM osmology will open up,
be ause it is generally very ontrived to build SUSY models produ ing ex ess positrons,
but no ex ess antiprotons. It is lear from the above dis ussion though, that the de aying
axino ould be a possibility, sin e in that ase the radiative or leptoni de ay hannels
may be preferred over the hadroni ones + . In fa t in the bilinear R-parity violating
ase, the two body de ays into W e+ is either not open (for the hadroni axion models) or
may be suppressed and therefore the antiproton ux from W fragmentations disappears
leaving only the Z ontribution. The dire t hannel into e+ e  may be dominant for
models where the sneutrino v.e.v., i.e. the bilinear R-parity breaking, is suppressed and
the trilinear R-parity violating ouplings give the dominant de ay.
The model-independent ase of a fermion de aying into e+ e  has been re ently
studied in the ontext of the PAMELA anomaly in [44℄, and there it was shown that
su h de aying DM parti le may be a good t to the data for lifetime around 1026 s and
mass above 300 GeV. The axino CDM ould be a realization of this s enario with the
appropriate hoi e of parameters. In that ase though the axino has to be pretty heavy
and therefore the reheating temperature very low. Even larger masses are probably
needed for trying to a ommodate the ATIC anomaly as well [45℄. Note though that
the PAMELA ex ess ould be also due to astrophysi al sour es like pulsars [46℄ and
then the PAMELA data give only a bound on the axino lifetime and R-parity breaking
parameters. In that ase also the possibility of a heavy axino ma~ > M with a neutralino
DM, whi h annot t very easily with the PAMELA anomaly, is not ruled out either.
6. The LSPSM and

olliders

The signal of axino DM at olliders depends strongly on the nature of the LSPSM,
whi h in turn depends on the SUSY breaking me hanism. In the onstrained MSSM,
where all the SUSY breaking parameters are derived by two ommon mass parameters,
m0 ; m1=2 , and a ommon trilinear oupling A at the uni ation s ale, the value of tan
and the sign of , the only allowed LSPSMs are the lightest neutralino and the stau. In
+ The leptophili oupling for the axino was also observed in ipped SU(5) models [15, 43℄.
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more general SUSY breaking models, of ourse other LSPSMs are allowed, in parti ular
in the ase of non universal Higgs s alar masses, the stop or the sneutrino.
If the neutralino or the sneutrino are the LSPSM, it will be diÆ ult to disentangle
the two and prove that they are not DM. In both ases it would be ne essary to measure
their mass and ouplings and realize that those parameters either give a too large DM
energy density or are already ex luded by dire t DM sear hes. Then we would have
good reasons to imply that the neutralino or sneutrino must be unstable on osmologi al
times ales, but it will be very diÆ ult to determine what they are de aying into and if
that in ludes the axino. Other, more indire t, ollider signatures may arise in models
with axino DM and SO(10) Yukawa uni ation [47℄.
If the stau (or another harged sparti le) is the LSPSM instead, we will have the
striking signal of an apparently stable harged heavy parti le in the dete tor. In that
ase it will be lear that the LSP must be a very weakly intera ting parti le or that Rparity is violated, but we will need to measure and study the LSPSM de ay to distinguish
the two possibilities and identify if there is a DM andidate and whi h kind of parti le
it is. Unfortunately the astrophysi al onstraints on the R-parity violation s enarios
dis ussed in the previous se tion seem to point to a quite long LSPSM lifetime, if the
axinos are DM, and the de ay would mostly happen outside the dete tor.
6.1. How to distinguish the LSP from LSPSM de ay ?

The LSPSM de ay an give information on the s enario and on the nature of the LSP,
even if the LSP is not dete ted. In fa t, the de ay time and the bran hing ratios are
model dependent and vary substantially e.g. between R-parity onserving and R-parity
violating s enarios. In the rst ase, we expe t that the dominant de ay is the twobody hannel into the LSPSM partner and the axino, while the next open hannel
the subleading radiative de ay with an additional photon in the nal state. If instead
R-parity is violated, the LSPSM de ays ompletely into SM parti les with no missing
energy apart for the light neutrinos. So for the ase of a stau LSPSM, we have
~ !  a~;  a~
R-parity onserved;
(22)
~ !   ;   ; b t (b b W )
R-parity violated;
(23)
therefore the R-parity violation ase should learly be visible via the large lepton number
breaking, sin e e.g. the  and  nal states arise from the same trilinear oupling and
as well from the hadroni hannel [48℄.
Moreover the angular distribution of the radiative de ays into photon, a SM parti le
and missing energy, ontains in general information on the spin of the LSP and the
intera tion vertex stru ture. This quantity an indeed play a key role in parti ular in
order to distinguish between axino or gravitino LSP, that an give rise to similar NLSP
lifetimes and similar \visible" de ay hannels [49, 9℄. In that parti ular ase we will
need to measure the bran hing ratio and the angular dependen e of the radiative de ay
in order to rea h a de nitive identi ation [9℄.
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7. Con lusions

We have dis ussed here di erent osmologi al s enarios where the axinos play an
important role in the DM question. If they are light, with masses in the MeV-GeV
range, they an be the CDM if the reheating temperature is low and they are the LSP.
In that ase they an remain DM even if R-parity is broken, but the breaking has to
be very suppressed. If instead axinos are heavy and not the LSP, they an still produ e
the ne essary neutralino LSP abundan e in their de ay and dilute dangerous reli s.
In general, the presen e of an axino LSP and DM relaxes many of the bounds on the
supersymmetri parameters, sin e the right number density of axinos an be obtained
in a wider region of parameter spa e. Moreover the possibility of di erent LSPSMs and
therefore very di erent ollider signature arises. We expe t LHC will soon larify the
situation. In the ase of R-parity violation also astrophysi al signatures ould arise, but
they are unfortunately strongly dependent on the axion model realization.
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